Ever read Aron Ralston’s story, Between a Rock and a Hard Place? Ralston was canyoneering in western Utah when he dislodged a boulder and plummeted into a slot canyon, taking the boulder with him, which pinned his arm against the wall of the canyon. After days of agony and a hard realization that help would be very long in coming, Ralston decided his only option was to cut off his own arm below the elbow to free himself.

If you have an active imagination and some spare time, you could play a stimulating round of “What If?” with yourself. What if it happened to me? What if I didn’t have a knife? What if the rock fell on my leg instead?

Andrew Chapman doesn’t need to imagine anymore. On May 3rd of this year, Chapman was bouldering in the Flagstaff Mountain area when he pulled a very large piece of rock off a 15’ tall boulder. Chapman fell backwards under the weight of the rock and landed in a sitting position with his back against a tree. The detached piece of boulder came to rest on his right leg—pinning it against another rock; Chapman was trapped with absolutely no way to free himself. Luckily, as Chapman fell, he was able to prevent the rock from falling directly on his body, which would have likely crushed him. With only his leg pinned, Chapman was still able to breathe and did not suffer any additional injuries.

The key differences between Chapman’s story and that of Ralston’s are where the accidents occurred, and who knew about it. Ralston had told nobody where he was going and was in a slot canyon so far remote, there simply was not anyone near who could hear his screams. While Ralston had to rely on his own dull knife to free himself, Chapman was in the “front country” and was bouldering with a friend in a popular area. Within minutes, a team of 20 rescuers from RMRG, many Boulder Fire Department firefighters, City Open Space and Mountain Park rangers, and AMR paramedics were busy working to free Chapman. He was a lucky man.

Upon arriving, rescuers from all agencies quickly began working together to formulate plans to move the boulder and free Chapman. This was far from a typical, “standard” problem for RMRG, Boulder Fire, or anyone else there. For one thing, the weight of the boulder was estimated to be upwards of 1,800 lbs. Typically RMRG tries to keep working loads under 1,000 lbs., or to otherwise stay within a 4:1 safety factor. In other words, the weakest component of the system should be at least 4 times stronger than the maximum force expected during an operation. However, technical field team leaders in RMRG train extensively in how and when to stretch these parameters safely. If the system was not designed carefully, moving this rock was likely to put RMRG’s equipment near the 4:1 safety factor. Additionally, while RMRG works with many other agencies throughout the county, rarely do we mix technical gear systems from varying agencies on the same operation—something we did do on this rescue.

In the end, an elegant solution was employed combining both RMRG and Boulder Fire’s equipment: to lift the rock off of the patient’s leg, an RMRG steel cable, tensioned with a hand-powered rope haul system was used in conjunction with Boulder Fire Department’s gasoline powered, portable hydraulic ram. Additional rescuers and wood cribbing were also used to ensure the boulder did not shift and cause further injury to the patient or rescuers as it was lifted. The multi-agency crew completed extrication just an hour after the call came in, and then performed a short scree evacuation to carry the patient to an awaiting ambulance for transport to a hospital. Chapman could not have been happier to be free after what could only have felt like an eternity.

The venerable Bill May, with 40+ years in RMRG, made a final comment: “These were the highest forces that I ever recall on a real mission.”

Thanks to some amazing teamwork between Boulder Fire and RMRG, Chapman is walking today and recently completed a 12-mile round trip hike in Grand Teton National Park. We wish him a continued recovery and many more days playing outside, free from being pinned down.
Member Profile: Cris Benner

Driven by a desire to live in an outdoor-friendly, bike-friendly city without too many people or cars, Cris Benner and his wife Dana moved to Boulder in 2010. He wasted no time in joining RMRG, beginning to train with the team as soon as he arrived and becoming an official member a year later. That should come as no surprise, given that “RMRG was one of the primary reasons for moving to Boulder,” says Benner.

Search and Rescue (SAR) had been part of Benner’s pre-Boulder life, and he is one of the few current members who has served on an active SAR team elsewhere prior to joining RMRG, giving him a unique perspective. Benner was a member of the Bay Area Mountain Rescue Unit (BAMRU) in California for four years prior to moving to Boulder. When asked to compare the teams, he said “The most significant commonality between the two teams is the quality of its personnel. In my experience, both BAMRU and RMRG are made up of volunteers who are committed to something bigger than themselves, to helping those in need, wherever they are and in whatever conditions they are in, all without pay and without expecting formal recognition. In addition, there is a strong culture of camaraderie, curiosity, adventure, and humor in both teams.” Though there are differences in the unique systems used, both RMRG and BAMRU are fully accredited under the Mountain Rescue Association (MRA) according to each region’s re-accreditation procedures.

When asked about his most memorable mission, Benner did not hesitate to name Mission #59 in 2011, which involved a fallen climber in Eldorado Canyon State Park. Although not necessarily unusual for RMRG, it represented fulfillment of a long-time dream for Benner. He writes, “As I mentioned previously, for years I had wanted to live somewhere where I could be going about my daily business, the pager goes off, I race off (at the speed limit) to the rescue, take care of business, and still have time afterward to be with my wife or friends... I was near Valmont Butte and the pager went off... I get to Eldo, throw on all my gear, help an injured climber, get him loaded in the ambulance, head home, and barbecue some food later. I know it sounds really basic, but it was something that I had dreamed for years. I had a big smile on my face that day.”

Volunteering for SAR is extremely rewarding, but does not pay the bills. Fortunately, Benner’s day job as a Physician Assistant at Boulder Community Hospital makes a nice complement to mountain search and rescue. Unsurprisingly, he enjoys spending time outdoors in whatever free time remains.

Mission Statistics

Our 2011 mission volume increased the 5-year average again with 146 calls for assistance and 91 field missions.

Joe Despres Memorial Avalanche Transceiver Training

Stay safe this winter by refreshing your avalanche beacon skills at RMRG’s annual Joe Despres Memorial trainings. Bring your family, friends, and ski/snowboard partners. Training is free. Bring your own beacon or borrow one of ours. Dress warmly, bring a headlamp and a transceiver if you have one. Transceivers are available free for loan with deposit of a driver’s license. Contact Mike.Griffin@rockymountainrescue.org to RSVP. 7 pm - December 1 & 2 - Chautauqua Ranger Cottage - Grant Pl. & Baseline Rd. - Boulder
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See our website at www.RockyMountainRescue.org for all the up-to-date details on these and other events.

Upcoming Events

In addition to our regularly-scheduled Wednesday meetings and Sunday practices, which are open to the public, our annual winter activities include:

RMRG at the Walnut Brewery

Join us for the ever-popular annual beer tapping at the Walnut Brewery. It starts off with the beer-tapping event on November 13th and runs through the month of November or until this unique hand-crafted beer runs out! A portion of the proceeds from the beer sold will benefit RMRG.

Walnut Brewery
1123 Walnut St
Boulder
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The Rocky Mountain Rescue Group has a long history of being on the cutting edge of patient care. From our early beginnings with manufacturing our own gear, tough enough to withstand rigorous use, to finding the latest technology available to increase patient care and comfort, RMRG has always done our best to find new and improved ways to care for our patients.

For decades, RMRG has used a full-body vacuum splint to immobilize our patients in our steel-framed litter. Vacuum splints became available during the 1970s as an alternative to rigid splints and air splints. Among their advantages are patient comfort, ease and speed of application, added insulation in cold environments, and their transparency to x-rays. They are extremely versatile and can be applied to patients in a wide variety of positions. The environment in which RMRG performs technical rescues means that evacuations can occasionally take 5 hours or more before an ambulance is reached. Maintaining immobilization, comfort, and security for the patient over these extended evacuations is essential for ensuring the best possible patient outcomes. For all these reasons, RMRG has been using this specialized piece of equipment since 1970. Over the last two decades, the equipment has changed slightly, but the technology remains basically the same.

The vacuum splint, or “bean bag” as we call it, is simply two membranes of tough material sandwiching a bunch of styrofoam “beans.” When there is enough air between the membranes, the bean bag is pliable and easy to form around a patient in almost any position. When suction is applied and air is evacuated from the bag, the beans form a rigid structure. As long as a vacuum seal is maintained, the bean bag acts like a custom backboard—one that is extremely versatile and can be used to splint the patient in hard-to-reach environments, and their transparency to x-rays.

Fortunately, the original company evolved into Med Tech Sweden, Inc. in the U.S., and has worked hand-in-hand with RMRG to customize a new fleet of bags specifically for mountain rescue.

Over the past year, RMRG has begun to use several smaller versions of Med Tech’s vacuum splint for use on extremities, either in conjunction with the full bean bag or on its own in the case of isolated injuries. We’ve seen significant benefit in extremity splinting with these “mini” bean bags, as they are not only quick to apply, but also less painful for patients as they reduce the amount of manipulation required to splint. The extremity splints have already proved highly valuable to our rescue work. On more than one occasion a vacuum splint has been used to stabilize an isolated injury on a patient in hard-to-reach locations. Faster, more effective immobilization allows us to perform simpler rescue operations, requiring fewer personnel, and thereby decreasing exposure to rescue hazards, for patients and rescuers alike. Two recent rescues of injured climbers—one 200 feet off the ground in Eldorado Canyon State Park, and the other above 12,000 feet, just below the summit of S. Aspaulo Peak—were executed using an extremity splint for a broken leg and a tandem rappel with a rescuer.

We continue to be on the lookout for new and improved ways to treat our patients. The extremity splints have proved to be a valuable addition to our gear, and we would like to thank the team at Med Tech Sweden for all of the help they have provided. Do you know of something that might be useful to us? Let us know by emailing Contact@RockyMountainRescue.org.

In Service
If you would like more information about RMRG, please visit our web site at www.RockyMountainRescue.org. Also, please consider that we are an all-volunteer organization with no paid positions. About 40% of our yearly budget comes from private donations. RMRG is an IRS 501(c)(3) charitable organization, and all contributions to RMRG are tax deductible. We accept donations at our web site or by check (made out to Rocky Mountain Rescue Group). Check can be mailed to:

Rocky Mountain Rescue Group, Inc.
3720 Walnut St.
Boulder, CO 80301

Community Voice of the Rocky Mountain Rescue Group

Thank you to our 2011 supporters!

Individual Donors
Ray & Rhoda Batson
Bergendo Family
Joyce Bograd
Karen Bolich
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Livina Brue
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David Clishem
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Chris DiGiano
Joshua Durst
Robert Dutwendack
Leonard & Joanne Fedor
Rita Fioriani
Bradley Fress
Karen Fukutaki
Mike Golden
Gary Hackath
Cynthia Hafeli
Charlotte Hayworth
John & Margaret Hettlinger
Kathleen Henze
Kristopher Helob
Wesley Homer
Jonathan & April Hough
Marcia Huber
Anne Hyde-Smith
Timothy Kringel
Jacques Kuder
David & Kathy Lewis
Lucy Family
Kendra Lynch
Don Macaulay
Sophie Macaulay
Stefan Majeski
Mary Bowles Family
Marlene McConnell
Kristen Miller
Walter & Sally Miller
Rodney Monk
Peggy Murphy
Tom & Kathy Nelson
Denis O’Connor
Linda Paris
Sharone Parks
Dale Ramachandran
Randy & Leslie Reeves
Karen Roathberg
Laurie Rust
Pablo Salas
Tyler Sandberg
Cara Schenklen
Doug & Susan Schleicher
Alison Sheets & Dale Wang
Francene Simpson
Isaac Smith
Charles Thabault
Jennifer Tolloson & Brenda Salome
John & Gall Tolloson
Julia Tolloson
Shirley Vargo
Gary Waggoner
Todd Williamson
Laura E. Wilson
Jill Yager
Shannon & Patrick Youngquist
Anonymous RMRG members

Business Donors
Direct donations or employee matching
Atlanticia, Inc.
Barnacuda M.A.D., LLC
Covidian
Dance Boulevard
Ericsen Inc.
Lange Graphic Inc.
Ludvik Electric
Runspill Racing
Osole Corporation
Purple Sage
Wheaton Digital, Inc.

Donations Made in Memory of
Justin Coilema
Adam Brady Dennis
David Josh
James Hoyt Krommley
Jon Macaulay
Bruce Snow
Jon Swanson

Foundations / Associations
Actia Foundation
America’s Charities
Community Shares of Colorado
CraftWorks Foundation
Duncan Family Fund
Encana Cares Foundation
Foothills United Way
The Joseph P. Despres Memorial Fund
Red Empress Foundation
United Way

Donations made in Honor of:
Curtis & Bromwyn Paxton
Tom Taylor
David Waddington

Innovations in Patient Care: Extremity Vacuum Splinting
When an Accident Becomes a Statistic – To Prevent Future Accidents

Dan Lack

When I first joined RMRG I kept hearing more experienced members say that we were one of the busiest teams in the country for mountain rescue, particularly for rock climbing rescues. Sure, a team like Yosemite Search and Rescue (YSAR) has 3,000+ feet walk to pluck people from, and Yosemite attracts the baddest climbers in the world, but Boulder County has 3 premier climbing locations jammed into a really small area, all within short drive of over three million people. After 8 years on the team, my penchant for Excel spreadsheets and data (given my day job as a scientist) made intuitively get the better of me and I started to really look hard at just how busy RMRG is for climbing rescues.

As mission logs and mission reports were interrogated, it became obvious that not only did we possess basic information on the number of rock climbing rescues we perform, but we also had valuable information on how many rock climbing accidents are caused by belay errors, rock fall, and anchor failure. We had data on the types of injuries, the cause of fatalities, and when someone was likely to require our assistance. After putting a first-draft report together, our medical director Dr. Alan Sheets suggested in passing that we could get it published in a peer-reviewed journal. We realized that getting these climbing stats published would not only be beneficial for RMRG, but would serve to educate the larger rescue community, and climbing communities alike.

Fast forward 12 or more months. After a lot of help from Dr. Sheets, Dave Christenson, and Jake Enkin (as well as a number of internal reviewers), the paper “Rock Climbing Rescues: Causes, Injuries and Trends in Boulder County, Colorado” was published in the Wilderness & Environmental Medicine Journal.

So what did we find, and how it was it received?

It turns out those experienced members were right (not that I doubted them). Over the course of a 14 years (2006 – 2013), RMRG assisted 428 climbers, which made up about 20% of all the people we rescued. For comparison’s sake, YSAR rescued 442 climbers over a 10-year period up until 2000. The majority of RMRG’s accidents occurred in Eldorado Canyon, but the Flatirons and Boulder Canyon were close behind. Most rescued climbers were male (78%), and those rescued were most likely to be between 20 and 25 years of age (46%). Only percent of injuries were to the legs, head, and spine, which told us that it’s important for climbers to educate themselves on splinting and assessment of spinal injuries, which could potentially be of much greater assistance to fellow climbers or hikers above you whenever possible.

The most gratifying aspect of writing this paper is that the lessons learned by the 428 climbers we rescued got into the hands of other climbers and rescuers. Once the paper was released in July, we made sure to spread the word by sharing our work on climbers’ forums, the national Mountain Rescue Association’s email list, and RMRG’s Facebook page. Within days, climbing forums in the U.S., South Africa, Australia, and Europe had spread the word for us. As of last count, our work had reached over 5,000 people. Even if we prevent one accident through this work, then RMRG can feel good about our years of rescuing, record-keeping, and attention to research and development.

The paper, and associated information can be found on our website: http://www.RockyMountainRescue.org/Climbing_Rescues_Causes_Injuries_Trends_Boulder.php

Remembering Former Members from RMRG’s Early Years

Willie Colony
Member 1953 to 1956
RMRG Frontiersman

Willie Colony and his wife Joc (Jocelyn) were very active in RMRG in the early to mid 1950’s. One might call these the “wild west” days of RMRG, when some members carried side arms. Really, guns on rescues? Yes, but not for what you would think; they were for the purpose of signaling. In those days portable radios were heavy, rare, and unreliable. So some members carried a side arm for signaling an event, such as a deceased victim found (MRA Code 4) equal to 4 shots. During one operation, the grip on Willie’s service weapon failed. He repaired it with adhesive tape from his first aid kit, and then painted a cross on the repair using mercurochrome from his kit. Thereafter he referred to his sidearm as his “frontier first aid kit.”

In 1956, many RMRG members had some forest fire fighting training. Early that summer RMRG sent a crew to a major forest fire in Rocky Mountain National Park on the North Fork of the Big Thompson River. Willie was the RMRG crew boss and Joc worked in the kitchen. She overheard the rangers discussing the fact that the seasonal ranger assigned to the station had quit one morning as the fire had scared him. They didn’t know where they could get a replacement on short notice. Willie walked over and said he was available immediately, so they hired him on the spot.

That was the start of his career with the National Park Service. Willie and Joc worked two seasons at the Twin Sisters lookout, earning the grand sum of $90/month. Willie and his lifelong friend John Clark were the climbing rangers at the Longs Peak ranger station when the first ascent of the Diamond (the vertical seat face of Longs Peak) was made. Willie accepted a permanent position in the Park Service in January of 1962, and that took him away to Glacier NP in Montana where his mountain rescue work continued. He trained many rescue and fire crews during his time in Glacier. In the winter of 1969 he led the technical side of the Mt. Cleveland rescue as related in the book The White Death, by McKay Jenkis. During the latter part of his Park Service career he transitioned to the position of Fire Control Officer for Glacier and finally retired in that position. Willie Colony died November 23, 2011.

Dale Johnson
Member 1949 to 1962
Climber, Mountain Rescuer, Businessman, and Environmentalist

Dale Johnson was active in RMRG in the early to mid-50’s. His exploits and endeavors over the years were numerous, including the first ascent of Redgarden Wall in Eldorado Canyon; first roller skate ascent of the Third Flatiron; founder of Fostive Kits; and volunteer pilot for LightHawk, which has mapped many potential wilderness areas across the western U.S. Dale died April 23, 2012. We appreciate Dale’s significant impact on RMRG during our beginnings.

Steve Dunford, Dave Lewis, and Jonathan Hough

Dale Johnson died November 2, 2011. Dale and the climbers that “deemed” Dale became good friends and climbing partners. Dale joined RMRG in 1949 and was active through the mid-50’s.

The most interesting information we found relates to those accidents that can be prevented. Of those accidents involving technical climbing (not free-solting, scrambling, etc.), 20% of the accidents resulted from simple errors in belaying. The clear take-home message is this: Learn how to belay properly, and never treat it casually! Only 2.5% of accidents were from anchors failing, but when they did fail, it was because of very rudimentary errors. Learn how to assess each and every anchor for being ROMB-PROOF.

A whopping 46% of all people rescued were lost or stranded, not injured, and could have avoided the whole experience by taking a headlamp, a guidebook, and/or learning the nappel anchors and walk-off routes for climbs. Prepare yourself so you don’t get lost. Rock-fall, a sometimes natural and bad-luck occurrence, caused 4.5% of accidents but were mostly concentrated during the spring and summer, when the freeze thaw cycles are still active and cliffs are seeing their first ascents of the season. So take extra care when climbing during these times and be sure to stay out of the direct fall-line of climbers or hikers above you whenever possible.
We Never Charge for Rescue

RMRG does not charge for search and rescue under any circumstances. Our position is guided by the experience that people’s concerns regarding billing can delay and complicate rescue operations. We are members of the Colorado Search and Rescue Board and the Mountain Rescue Association, both of which also oppose billing for mountain search and rescue services. Other agencies may also be involved in patient services and RMRG cannot control billing practices of these other agencies. For more information please see http://www.RockyMountainRescue.org/Charging4Rescue.php.

Newsletter Distribution
We publish this newsletter once per year. If you would like a copy, you can receive an electronic copy by signing up on our website http://www.RockyMountainRescue.org/Publications.php or receive a hard copy by emailing Newsletter@RockyMountainRescue.org and include your name and mailing address. Your information is kept confidential and will only be used for the newsletter distribution.

Rocky Mountain Rescue is an all-volunteer 501(c)3 non-profit charitable organization

Recent quotes

"I was lost in the Rocky Mountain National Park and your wonderful association and 2 names I can remember – John and Pablo – along with numerous others found me around 1 a.m. They were so kind. I just want to thank them and your wonderful organization. May God bless you for what you do. I was never so glad to see someone in my life."
– Pablo S., Lakewood, CO

(excerpt) "Imagine our response when people ask "what did the mountain rescue cost?" You guys are amazing. And from the moment you showed up below the Third Flatiron, she knew she would be fine."
– Family members of Julie T.

(excerpt) "We were so incredibly moved and impressed by all of your efforts to find my dad in early October. Although it was an incredibly hard time for us all, we found such comfort in your motivation, drive & professionalism. I will always hold your organization close to my heart and will continue to think of you all, spending your weekends helping others and providing such an amazing service. Thank you for all that you have done and do."
– Sophie M., Boulder, CO

(excerpt) "I slipped on the trail at Boulder Falls and badly injured my leg. Your group was responsible for getting me down the trail and into the ambulance. I will be forever grateful for your team’s skill and all that you did to reassure me."
– Sharon P., Holt, MI
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